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34: There are no thermometers present in equipment. Please place 
thermometers in all operable equipment.
35: Foods and food containers are not labeled by contents or common name. 
Please label containers by contents or common names.
45: Reach-in cooler and steam table are not in working condition. Please repair 
or replace non-working equipment. The interior of steam table and cooler are not 
clean. Pleas clean interior of equipment, and maintain cleanliness. Counter top in 
back is not clean. Please clean and sanitize after use. The interior of equipment 
is not clea. There is extensive ice buildup in both freezers, and cooler is not 
clean. Reach-in freezer is not clean near restrooms; ice buildup present. Please 
clean interior of equipment, and maintain cleanliness. 
47: The exterior of deep fryers, sides of the stove, and the burners are very dirty 
with extensive buildup. The shelf underneath flat top grill is very dirty. Please 
clean exterior of equipment, and maintain cleanliness. 
51: Covers for lights are not present in restrooms. Please provide light cover in 
both restrooms. Men’s toilet only flushes by holding handle. Please repair toilet 
at men’s restroom. 
53: The wall behind the equipment is not clean. The vent hood is not clean. The 
wall behind prep line and steam table is not clean. The floor behind equipment is 
not clean. The wall behind equipment in the back is not clean. The ceiling has 
brown, stained spots in certain areas. There is a hole in the wall near restrooms. 
Please repair, replace, or clean facilities, and maintain cleanliness.
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1: 
2: Provided a copy from routine inspection, and it is posted on wall in kitchen above Labor Dept. poster on wall.
3: 
4: 
5: 
6: 
7: Violation corrected. Employees are observed preparing sandwiches without wearing gloves. Employees must wear 
gloves when preparing ready-to-eat foods. Correction: No barehand contact is being observed. Please continue to wear 
gloves, and/or use utensils to touch any and all ready to eat foods.
8: 
9: 
10: 
11: 
12: 
13: 
14: Violation corrected. Cutting boards are deeply stained and grooved. Please replace all worn cutting boards. 
Correction: Cutting boards have been ordered. No ETA has been granted. Please continue to replace cutting boards on 
serving line, or bleach and deeply clean cutting boards as needed.
15: 
16: 
17: 
18: 
19:  (NA) Establishment does not hot hold TCS foods.
20: Violation corrected. Tomatoes and lettuce are not at or below proper cold holding temperature. Please maintain all 
cold foods at or below 41 degrees. Correction: Cold foods on the serving line are at or below 41 degrees.
21: Violation corrected. There is no date marking system present. Please implement a proper date marking that includes 
use by or discard dates. All eligible foods must be dated within 7 days or less of preparation date. Example: 
3/19/24-3/25/24. Correction: Please continue to provide adequate date marking system for all eligible items.  
22: 
23: 
24: 
25: 
26: 
27: 
57: 
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See last page for additional comments.
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See last page for additional comments.
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Violation 34 has been corrected. Thermometers have been placed in all cold equipment.

Additional Comments


